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Welcome...
As we move into the last stages of the 

professional cricket season at both domestic and 
international level the NZCPA is looking forward to 
an exciting events programme getting underway 
with our Samsung Masters series (throughout 
February and March) and the popular Masters 
Weekend (early April) to round out  a busy year. 

The Samsung Masters series is an important 
programme of matches where our Masters team 
plays against select representative teams to 
showcase the games former stars in areas that do 
not see a lot of top level cricket, whilst at the same 
time assisting the development of our future talent. 
The Masters Weekend in Queenstown is our most 
important event for our past player members and  
is gaining in popularity each year.  In addition 
to the T20 cricket competition on the weekend 
there will also be a number of other activities for 
members to enjoy including the cocktail function 
on the opening night and dinner after the first days 
play. We are delighted that some of our more  
senior members in our Patron Barry Sinclair,  
Artie Dick, Robert Anderson and John Sparling 
have confirmed their attendance and we hope 
that as many past player members as possible can 
attend the event – it is a great opportunity to get 
together with cricket colleagues of the past and 
enjoy a weekend away.

The Domestic Competitions have been as 
competitive as ever this season with the Auckland 
Aces taking out a tight HRV Cup by beating 
defending champions the Central Districts Stags in 
a match that went down to the wire. In taking out 
the HRV Cup the Aces have now won the right to 
represent New Zealand in the Champions League 
later in the year. The One Day Final was a fantastic 
conclusion to a close competition with Auckland 
claiming the title and displaying their   

prowess in both the shorter formats of the  
game with 7 rounds remaining in the historic 
Plunket Shield every

team remains in contention.The Blackcaps 
have had a tough series against Pakistan as their 
final preparation prior to their departure for 
the ICC World Cup on the sub continent in early 
February. This is the world’s most important cricket 
competition and we wish the team all the best 
knowing that if they can get some consistency 
in performance they are capable of beating any 
team on the day. The team who can string  4-5 
performances together at the business end  
of the tournament has every chance of taking it  
out and we have enough match winners to  
do just that. 

We also wish the White Ferns all the best for  
their annual Rose Bowl challenge against their 
toughest opponents the Australians. This year the 
series of T20 and ODI matches will be fought on 
home soil in New Zealand and the team will be  
looking to continue their good recent success 
against this team.

It is also important to note the retirement of 
Matthew Bell in late January. Matthew was a 
founding member of the NZCPA in 2001 and has 
been a strong leader in domestic cricket since that 
time. We congratulate Matthew on his retirement 
from professional cricket and acknowledge his 
excellent playing record and his contribution to the 
sport at all levels. We wish him well in retirement 
and his future endeavors. 

Finally we hope all members have had a great 
start to the new year and look forward to catching 
up with you all during our events programme for 
past players or our end of season team meetings.

Regards 
Heath Mills 
Chief Executive
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Career and Personal  
Development
Background 2007
in 2007 the CPA launched the Career and Personal Development Programme.   
this initiative aimed to provide a range of development opportunities for professional 
cricketers as they progress through their cricketing career. the aim was that each  
of these opportunities would increase the high per¬formance of the sport,  
longer-term pathways for players and increase their general well-being.  

Presenting Sir Richard’s New Hall of fame Vase
ICC Vice President Alan Isaac and NZCPA Chief 

Executive Heath Mills presenting Sir Richard’s new Hall 
of Fame vase. Sir Richards original vase was broke in the 
recent earthquakes in Christchurch.  The Hall of Fame 
was initially started by FICA (Federation of International 
Cricketers Association)and now is a joint venture with  
the ICC celebrating the games legends.

Based upon previous ODI series losses in 
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, India and most recently 
 in the home summer against Pakistan, the 
former might be considered the more likely.

Yet anyone laying the house on New Zealand 
making an early exit may want to hold off, 
lest they end up sleeping under the skies on a 
concrete pillow.

The format of the World Cup, where four teams 
advance from each two pools of seven to the 
quarter-finals, means a side that catches fire at 
the right time will be holding the silverware aloft 
on April 2 in Mumbai.

And the mercurial nature of the Black Caps 
means there’s no reason it can’t be captain  
Daniel Vettori doing so.

Vettori’s men enter the tournament ranked 
seventh in the ICC ODI rankings. They won only 
six of 21 matches in 2010, followed by a 3-2 loss 
to Pakistan in early 2011.

But this is an XI ready to fire. A side blessed 
with batting riches in the likes of McCullum, 
Ryder, Guptill, Taylor, Styris and company, along 
with the world’s pre-eminent limited-over 
spinner in Vettori.

If the bowlers can play their part and keep the 
world’s blazing bats in check, New Zealand’s first 

tournament success since the 2000 Champions 
Trophy is not out of the question.

They’ll need to make major improvements 
from the efforts that saw the resurgent 
Pakistanis head home with ODI and an earlier 
1-0 Test success under their belts after the initial 
Twenty20 series had fallen the way of the  
hosts, 2-1.

An inability to post meaningful totals cost the 
Black Caps dear throughout the summer, starting 
with the two-Test series when managing meek 
returns of 275, 110, 356 and 293.

It was no surprise, then, that Pakistan was able 
to romp in to win the first Test by 10 wickets then 
amble along on the final day of the second for a 
draw when set only 274.

Positives were few and far between for the 
home side although 36-year-old Chris Martin’s 
continued resemblance of a fine wine continued 
with nine wickets at 27.88 and Vettori etched 
another moment in his inspirational captaincy 
career with a second Test 110 and the identical 
amount of probing overs in both Tests.

Coupled with Vettori’s continued form when 
whites were ditched in favour of a focus on black, 
it was no surprise to see him end the summer on 
top of the Mitre10 International MVP table.

His 280.2 points, at an average per match 
of 23.35, saw him finish ahead of the ever-
improving Tim Southee on 232.55. Martin had 
the distinction of the highest average, 30.39, 
and managed third despite no involvement in 
ODI or Twenty20 internationals.

Unfortunately there wasn’t a similar success 
for Vettori and his troops in the six-ODI contest in 
which Pakistan made most of the running.

If only the bookends of the series were to be 
focused on, it was a raging success. It was happy 
days in a nine-wicket first-ODI demolition and a 
win by 57 runs to end the series in Auckland, but 
sour times in the middle.

Rain in Queenstown predated three Pakistani 
wins in a row – two by a landslide when setting 
daunting targets along with a successful chase 
on a road in Napier.

Their victories owed to centurions Ahmed 
Shezhad and Mohammad Hafeez as well as rock-
solid veteran Misbah-ul-Haq, while the bowlers 
all played their part in a punctuation mark to a 
series that gained a lot of respect back for their 
country after the embroiling in recent match-
fixing scandals.

The Black Caps will need to earn theirs when 
lining up in Group A of the World Cup against 
Pakistan again along with Australia, Sri Lanka, 
Kenya, Zimbabwe and Canada starting on 
February 20.

Quarter-final qualification is all but assured as 
long as the minnows are dealt with in the correct 
fashion. That’s not to say wins elsewhere are a 
mere luxury, as a higher finish will ensure the 
avoiding of a red-hot side from the opposite side 
of the draw.

And as wonky as their recent path may have 
been, it’s only three assured steps from there to 
the top of the world.  
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Blackcaps  
World Cup Preview
Whether the Black Caps’ recent patchy form is an ominous sign or merely the forming 
of the following week’s fish and chip paper will be soon be discovered on a daunting 
World Cup campaign in the sub-continent. 

The programme was designed to be flexible 
enough so that a player could use a one-off 
service or build a long-term structured pathway 
through their time in cricket. When designing 
the programme it was clear that the learning 
differences across the playing group meant 
diversity was necessary to maintain the interest 
of players over time and engage these different 
learning styles. To help players engage with the 
programme the CPA developed a website and 
handbook, and regular email and face to face 
contact with the players was planned. 

The CPA has presented the programme to 
players since 2007 as four discrete services: 
transition into sport, high-performance support, 
leadership development, career transition.  The 
goals of the programme included developing in 
players the following:

•	  Better understanding of personal career 
pathways outside sport

•	  Excellent business networks and a positive 
public profile

•	  A high level of communication and 
presentation skills 

•	  Experience in communicating in a corporate 
environment

•	  An ability to motivate and influence 

•	  A public perception as a community role 
model

•	  An understanding of effective business 
management

•	  An ability to manage conflict, develop 
effective teams and manage change

•	  Greater confidence to succeed in life after 
cricket 

•	  A clear understanding of personal skill sets 
and values and how these match on and off 
field goals

•	  Greater confidence in meeting business 
people

•	  Knowledge of business start-ups

Activity to date

Since 2007 the NZCPA annual Player Survey has 
included questions on the Career and Personal 
Development Programme.

Each year players have been asked to rate the 
quality of the programme if they had used its 
services during the past 12 months. Each year 
respondents have been positive, in the 2008 
and 2010 surveys all players involved stated the 
programme met or exceeded their expectations.  
Over 90% of players say that they would 
recommend the programme to other players. 
Through the years, between 60% and 80% of 
players who used the programme, have stated 
that it has improved their on-field success. 

Overall, 131 players have used the services. 
During this time over 850 ‘activities’ have been 
completed – an introduction taking place or a 
service being delivered. 79 players have used 
the programme one to three times, 28 players 
have used it between four and nine times, and a 
group of 18 players have taken part in at least ten 
activities each. 

These activities have involved meetings 
with various business mentors, sessions with 
specialised support services, internships and 
education.  As a broad summary:

•	  Around 30% of activity relates to players 
developing a career outside sport

•	 Around 10% are tertiary education related

•	 Around 20% are leadership related

•	  Around 15% include business (start-up) 
mentoring advice

•	  Around 5% are risk management including 
clinical psychology

As a total sum, over 1800 hours has been 
donated to players by our business mentors, 
worth approximately $300,000 (at normal 
consultancy rates). 

At a glance around $90,000 has been spent by 
the programme on support services, the majority 
being around career development, clinical 
psychology and PR advice.  

What seems to have gone well

•	  Players who have used parts of the 
programme have been happy with the 
quality

•	 The range of services is well covered

•	  Mentoring has been proven as an effective 

model or concept for both the mentors  
and players

•	  The mentoring group is well established and 
covers topics, industries and regions required 
for the procricket playing group

What could have been done better

•	 An increased uptake by younger players

•	 More players using the CPDP and the CPA to  
 make strategic or long-term decisions 

•	 More players using the business expertise of  
 the mentoring group to aid their leadership  
 roles

•	  A better integration with NZC high-
performance activity

for the future

2011 will see the programme continue in its 
current format. Mentoring and our particular 
mentoring group has proved its value.  It now 
consists of approximately 300 individuals 
covering all regions and towns in NZ. 200 of this 
group are career and development mentors, 
25 are small business mentors, there is an 
international mentoring group of 25, a Pacific 
Island and a Maori Mentoring Group, and a range 
of 20 support services such as clinical psychology.   
This should ensure enough coverage for player-
needs through the next 2-3 years.

The area for development now shifts to player 
engagement. As a result the CPA will put more 
effort into profiling the service and spending 
face to face time with teams.  All players are 
encouraged to make contact with Aidan – even 
just to suggest a project worth looking at in the 
future.

Overall the report card might read “a fair start 
– work still to be done”.

On behalf of the CPA, I wish to thank everyone 
who has supported this programme to date 
– players, mentors and NZ Cricket. 

Dr Aidan Hobson 
Career and Personal Development Manager

NZCPA
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We are fast approaching the beginning of 
 a busy month of cricket for the Samsung NZCPA 
Masters XI. There are no less than 4 Samsung 
Masters Series Events being run from mid 
February to Mid March. 

Through the Samsung Masters Series, the 
NZCPA are able to offer a good level of cricket 
to teams or areas that may not often get the 
opportunities. All Samsung Masters Series offer 
coaching to local juniors and or youth cricketers 
on match day. Being able to impart some 
cricketing knowledge to young cricketers is  
an important aspect of the Samsung Masters  
Series concept.

First up in February is a match against 
the Pacific Island “Brown Caps” at the newly 
developed Papatoetoe Recreation Ground on 
Sunday the 13th of February. The Brown Caps are 
an Auckland Cricket initiative and we are proud  
to be able to offer some quality opposition to 
help with the development of Pacific Island 
cricket. This is an area we work in already with 
our NZCT Hooked on Cricket Programme in eight 
schools around Papatoetoe and Otara. We played 
a match last year in which League star Manu 
Vatuvei was involved along with Awen Guttenbeil 
which also acted as a catalyst to raise the profile 
money for Project Heal and Protect Trust which 
assists Pacific Islands with Tsunami support. 

The second match is set to be another exciting 
prospect with the Australian Cricket Association 
team returning to our shores for a rematch at 
Seddon Park, Hamilton on February 24th. We are 

excited about this event and have two teams 
filled with former cricketing stars ready to do 
battle again. The likes of Stephen Fleming,  
Dion Nash and Adam Parore for the Samsung 
NZCPA Masters XI and Craig McDermott and  
Greg Matthews for the ACA team.

The third event is to be held in Rotorua on 
Sunday March 6th. We had a Masters Series Event 
there last year and are excited about heading 
back. This time we are to play a Rotorua U19 
team at Smallbone Park. Our goal here is to work 
with Rotorua Cricket to assist with the profile of 
cricket in this area, offer some coaching to some 
juniors and an opportunity for some young up 
and coming players to test their talent against 
some former first class players. This is also an area 
we work in with our NZCT Hooked on Cricket 
Programme, so we are heavily in the development 
of cricket in this area.

Our final event is against a Wellington 
Development Team on March 13th. We are 
pleased to assist Cricket Wellington in offering 
some quality opposition for some developing 
cricketers in the Wellington area and look  
forward to a tough match. The venue for this  
is still to be confirmed.

We will email out start times for each match as 
soon as they are confirmed and would love to see 
you down at the various venues.

saMsung  
Masters Series Update 

So the Auckland Aces have claimed the 
double, displaying their dominance in the 
games two shorter formats. it was earlier 
in the year that the dual title holders 
claimed the first of their two trophies.

The Aces secured a golden ticket to the 
lucrative Champions League in India when 
they powered through the national Twenty20 
competition and knocked off the defending 
champion Central Stags in the final.

Anyone predicting a lack of focus from  
thereon in was to be proven wrong as the city 
slickers continued their stellar work in coloured 
clothing to qualify second for the semi-finals 
behind Canterbury.

The country was abuzz with HRV fever in early 
December as the six associations lined up some 
of the best Twenty20 talent from here and abroad.

The opportunity to see the likes of international 
drawcards David Warner, Hershelle Gibbs, David 
Hussey, Brad Hodge (Northern Knights), Brett Lee, 
Luke Wright (Wellington) Dirk Nannes and Ryan 
ten Doeschate (Canterbury) amongst others  
had the punters clicking over the turnstiles in 
record numbers.

However, throwing big bucks at the big names 
wasn’t to pay off for those sides. All three came 
within a whisker of the final but six wins each to 

the Aces and Stags saw them square off at a  
jam-packed Colin Maiden Park.

Stags young gun Doug Bracewell got his side 
off to a flier with the early wickets of Lou Vincent 
and Martin Guptill before English import Jimmy 
Adams, in combination with a couple of Colins, 
pulled the Aces back on course.

Adams, who topped the English Twenty20 run-
charts in 2010 with an incredible deluge of runs, 
had been quiet until the final but justified his 
signing in one performance with 62 off 43 balls.

Colin cameos from de Grandhomme (31 off 22) 
and Munro (29 off 18) steered the Aces to 158-8 
in the face of 2-14 to Bracewell and 3-24 to the 
evergreen Michael Mason.

As the old adage goes it was runs on the board, 
albeit on a wicket that had yielded plenty of 160+ 
scores throughout the season.

But in the space of six Michael Bates balls, 
the most incredible in domestic cricket since 
Alex Tait took four wickets in a one-day final 
over in the 1990s, the odds had swung almost 
insurmountably to the home side.

Bates, a powerhouse performer throughout the 
past two seasons, dismissed three internationals 
in an over as Peter Ingram and English pro Ian 
Blackwell fell for golden ducks and Jamie How 
lasted only a ball longer.

But if Bates was the Ace up Auckland’s sleeve, 
the Stags had a magic trick or two awaiting. 

Ross Taylor needs no introduction as a 
Twenty20 danger man and his quicker than a 
run-a-ball 44, coupled with 33 to Kruger van Wyk 
and 27 to complete a fine match for Bracewell, 
breathed life into their side’s hopes of defending 
their title.

But it was to be the Aces’ fielding effort that 
ultimately proved the difference. Two stunners 
to arguably the competition’s best fielder, 
Ronnie Hira, alongside other notable grabs by 
de Grandhomme, Guptill and Kyle Mills earned a 
four-run win when Mason couldn’t strike the final 
ball for six.

Somewhat surprisingly, the Mitre10 MVP for 
the competition went to a player from a team 
outside the final – Canterbury’s star import ten 
Doeschate.

The Netherlands and Essex all-rounder was a 
comfortable 20 points ahead of the field as he 
scored 285 runs, a single behind team-mate Rob 
Nicol, and took 12 wickets for good measure.

Nicol, who many consider to be desperately 
unlucky to miss a World Cup berth, can content 
himself with a similar strangehold on the 
overall MVP honours ahead of Northern Knights 
paceman Graeme Aldridge and Aces veteran 
Andre Adams.

Coloured Clothing
cHaos

The country’s best domestic players attention 
now switched to the 50 over format. The 
competition was fierce all the way through the 
month of January with all six teams vying for 
a spot in the play offs. By the end of the round 
robin the top spot was secured by a consistent 
Canterbury side on the back of some excellent 
team and individual performances. Auckland 
claimed second spot with Otago and Northern 
Districts rounding out the semi finalists. Otago 
dealt to Northern in the first semi with Canterbury 
winning well against Auckland in the other. 
 This resulted in Auckland hosting the Volts in 
the final preliminary semi final that saw Tim 
Macintosh smash the highest ever one day 
innings by an Aucklander and Otago simply 
couldn’t compete with the massive team total. 

 The final was an absolute cracker.  Lou 
Vincent maintained his sublime touch of late 
to post a match defining 153. Despite the 
scoreboard pressure of 335 runs to reach, the 
Wizards were able to keep pace in large to a 172 
run partnership between Rob Nicol and Dean 
Brownlie. At each point the Aucklanders looked 
like they had the match sewn up their southern 
rivals would come back at them. The first ball of 
the last over was sent sailing over the boundary 
for six just to keep things interesting but in the 
end to no avail as the Aucklanders came out 
victorious.
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The Wizards narrowly missed a spot in the final 
and ten Doeschate was the key player in their 
solid performance throughout the competition. 
The talented all-rounder starred during the 
competition with consistent performances with 
bat and ball and was the only player to feature 
inside the top 10 of both the batting (6th) and 
bowling (9th) Mitre10 MVP point’s tables. 

Ten Doeschate’s 284 runs (average 40.57) 
and 12 wickets (17.66) contributed towards a 
total of 105.62 Mitre10 MVP points, which was 
18.32 points ahead of the Stags overseas import 
Michael Yardy, who finished with 87.30 points. 
While the Stags duo of English imports were 
unable to lift their team to victory in the HRV Cup 
final, Yardy will claim bragging rights by piping 
fellow import Ian Blackwell by the narrow  
margin of 0.21 points. 

As is the increasing demand for quality 
cricketers and soon after the Wizards campaign 
had ended, ten Doeschate skipped across the 
Tasman to continue his Southern Hemisphere  
T20 assault with Tasmania in the Australian 
domestic equivalent competition. 

A feature of this years Mitre10 MVP 
rankings during the HRV Cup is comparing 
the performance of the domestic players to 
that of the international imports. The Mitre10 

MVP determines average points per game and 
although Aces import Rob Quiney tops the  
MVP averages table, he only participated in one 
match. Northern Knights import Brad Hodge 
averaged 15.34 points across his 5 HRV Cup 
games, narrowly beating out ten Doeschate 
(11.74) and Central Stags captain Jamie How 
(11.37). The Top 10 Mitre10 MVP average points 
per match consist of six overseas imports and 
fours domestic players (minimum of 3 HRV  
Cup games played). 

Canterbury Wizards opener Rob Nicol was  
the Mitre10 MVP’s leading batsmen with 62.52 
points, narrowly edging out Aaron Redmond 
(59.36), Brad Wilson (59.04) and the Auckland 
Aces Colin Munro who compiled 57.63 MVP  
in his debut season. 

The HRV Cup is a hostile environment for 
bowlers with the best performers this summer 
dominated by experience. Andre Adams topped 
the Mitre10 MVP bowling table with 56.92 points, 
edging out a rejuvenated Richard Sherlock (52.15) 
who is enjoying a move back to the Wizards this 
summer. Michael Yardy (50.12), Graeme Aldridge 
(48.41) and Michael Mason (47.61) round  
out the top 5. 

Past Player Membership
A key aspect of the NZCPA’s business is to 

recognise the contribution current and past 
players have made to the game. All players who 
have represented one of the six Major Association 
senior teams or New Zealand are eligible to 
become a member the NZCPA. 

There are many advantages to being a Past 
Playing member of the NZCPA. The NZCPA 
organise a large number of events and activities 
throughout the country that are focused on 
providing all cricketers with an opportunity to  
engage with the game in a manner that suits  

 

their current situation. For many of our past 
players, learning about the current cricketing 
environment, the role of the NZCPA and getting  
a feel for the demands of a modern cricketer is 
both rewarding and enlightening. 

The NZCPA aim to increase the number of 
past player activities and initiatives that enable 
all members to interact, while ensuring every 
qualifying alumni member is aware of the support 
and services the NZCPA provide. 

The NZCPA has created an easy method for 
eligible players to register for membership 
with the NZCPA. Simply fill out the Members 
Registration form on the NZCPA website (www.
procricket.co.nz). 

Already a member, why not introduce one of 
your playing mates to the NZCPA. Simply contact 
us through the website or email Kerry Walmsley 
directly on kerry.walmsley@nzcpa.co.nz 

NZCPA Members Area
Inside the secure member’s area is information 

that is important to you as a member of the 
NZCPA, as well as a full list of all products and 
services that are available through the NZCPA 
Business Club. 

To ensure you are able to access the suite of 
Business Club offers, just visit www.procricket.
co.nz and go to the Members Login page and 
follow the simple steps to register. 

Member Benefits

NZCPA  
Ambassadors

The NZCPA Ambassador programme is 
growing and over the summer  we have been 
able to link seventeen NZCPA Ambassadors 
with HRV staff, clients and guests during the 
HRV Cup. The ambassador programme aims  
to act as an important conduit for both players 
and sponsors alike to  feel closer to cricket and 
to enhance the experiences that we all have. 

Requests are often made to the NZCPA for 
the availability of past players for promotional, 
speaking and other services. We appreciate 
the support we have from our past playing 
members and are proud to be able to reward 
our ambassadors either financially or through 
experiences and opportunities. 

Choice Hotels renew  
partnership with NZCPA 

Choice Hotels have recently agreed to extend 
their current agreement with the NZCPA for a 
further two year period. 

This is exciting news for the NZCPA and Choice 
hotels remain the official Accommodation 
provider to the NZCPA. This partnership ensures 
the success of the Samsung Masters Series, the 
Hooked on Cricket programme and all other 
NZCPA events and activities. 

NZCPA members also benefit from the 
relationship with Choice Hotels, with access 
to exclusive offers to all Choice properties 
throughout New Zealand, Australia and the world. 
Members will also enjoy the benefits of automatic 
entry to the Choice Hotels ‘Choice Privileges 
club’, plus earn and redeem Flybys at all Choice 
properties throughout New Zealand. 

Full details on offers and how to book are 
available in the ‘secure member’s area’ on 
www.procricket.co.nz 

CricScore in huge demand
CricScore has recently launched a promotional 

campaign with New Zealand that provides 
all cricket players, coaches, teams, and clubs 
and schools the opportunity to download the 
CricScore application for FREE. 

The success of the promotion has been a great 
success, with over 4500 downloads in the first 
week of the promotion alone. This proves that 
the application is filling a gap in the market and 
importantly makes playing, coaching and scoring 
easier and more fun. 

You can find out all the details and  
check out how to access the application at  
www.crichq.com  

Summers are long and hot, and the sun in 
New Zealand is among the harshest in the world. 
Recent commentary reinforces that fact that 
cricketers are at greater risk of experiencing 
damage to your eyes as a result.  

Oakley proudly offers all NZCPA members 
the opportunity to access preferential rates on 
their complete range of eyewear and supporting 
products through the Oakley store on Queen 
Street. Location is not barrier, as NZCPA members 
throughout the country can find out full details 
about the offer through the ‘secure members area’ 
on the NZCPA website. 

Visit www.oakley.com.au to see the complete 
range of products. 

Ryan ten Doeschate  
Wins Mitre10 MVp 

Canterbury Wizards’ Dutch international Ryan ten Doeschate’ has proven his  
value to his adopted team by taking out the Mitre10 MVP award for the HRV Cup  
and winning a $1500 Mitre10 voucher.  

Mitre10 MVP  
players statistics 
follow all latest Mitre10 MVP 
information and see the current tables at 
www.procricket.co.nz            

Mitre10 MVP Current Leaders  
(as at 1st Feb 2011)

International Mens Overall  

Daniel Vettori 
 
International Mens Test 

Daniel Vettori 
 
International Mens ODI 

tim Southee 

International Mens T20  

tim Southee 

Domestic Mens Overall  

Rob Nicol 

Domestic Mens Plunket Shield  

Neil Wagner 

Domestic Mens One Day 

Rob Nicol 

 Domestic Mens T20 

Ryan tenDoeschate (winner) 

International Women’s Overall  

Aimee Watkins 

Domestic Women’s Overall 

Sophie Devine 

 

Canterbury Wizards Dutch import Ryan ten 
Doeschate displayed his all-round talent on the 
field during the HRV Cup, to win the Mitre10 
MVP honour. Ryan has shown a tremendous 
compassion toward his adopted city of 
Christchurch by donating his winning $1500 
Mitre10 voucher to one lucky Cantabrian. 

With the help of Canterbury Cricket and New 
Zealand Cricket, Ryan and the NZCPA hope this 

gesture will make a great impact upon the lucky 
winner. We understand that while there was some 
major devastation in the city, there are also a 
large number of everyday families who have been 
affected in a myriad of ways. 

The NZCPA hopes all New Zealanders will 
nominate their friends, family, neighbor, 
workmates or anyone you think is deserving of, 
or could benefit from, some help following the 

Christchurch Earthquakes. 

A special thanks to Mitre10 and in particular 
the Mitre10 store owners in Christchurch 
who have assisted with this promotion. All of 
Canterbury’s Mitre10 stores are 100% New 
Zealand owned and while they too have stories  
to tell have been very gracious in their support  
of all their local community.

ten Doschate Donates $1500 Mitre10 voucher

Commercial Relationships
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Business Club Profile – oakley

Amy Satherwaite celebrates  one of the two titles the  
Magicians picked up this season

Wellingtons Sophie Devine takes out the Overall Award 
for after a stellar season in both the T20 and One day 
Womens competitions

Serving new Zealand’S Current and PaSt ProfeSSional CriCket PlayerS  |  www.ProCriCket.Co.nZ
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NZCPA BUSiNeSS PARtNeRS

NZCPA Masters 

Weekend

We are busy working towards  
putting on another successful and high 
quality Masters Weekend in Queenstown 
over April 8, 9, 10. this event is now 
in itss eventh year and fourth in this 
amazing southern location and we are 
looking forward to returning.

The draft programme is close to being finalised 
with something for everyone. The cricket aspect 
of the weekend is still the focal point as our 
members dust off the pads and boots and head 
out to do battle once again. Canterbury attended 
their first event last year and claimed the title 
in their initial attempt. The wickets are superbly 
prepared at the Queenstown Event Centre of Turf 
Manager Pete Domingan, which makes for some 
free flowing cricket. 

We are wrapped to have some recently joined 
past player members attending, along with our 
Patron, Barry Sinclair, Robert “Jumbo” Anderson, 
Artie Dick and Norman Woods have all confirmed 
their attendance along with a few others looking 

to be likely starters. This is fantastic as we 
continue to offer opportunities for our  
Past Players to remain involved within the 
cricketing environment.

Draft programme for Masters Weekend 2011

friday 8th
1.	 Golf @ Jacks Point Golf Resort  
 or

2.	 Wine Tour of local vineyards 

3.	 Weekend launch party @ Mercure Resort 

Saturday 9th
Your choice of 
1.	 Cricket T20- 2 x matches at Queenstown  
 Events Centre morning and afternoon

2.	 Golf @ Arrowtown 

3.	 Gondola trip and Shotover Jet 

4.	 Gala dinner at Mercure Resort 

sunday 10th
Your choice of 

1.  Cricket T20- 2 x matches at 
Queenstown Events Centre morning 
and afternoon

2. Golf @ Kelvin Heights  

3.  Wine tour of the Gibbston Valley and 
Bannockburn

4.  Optional dinner at Anup Nathu’s 
Tandoori Palace

Please get in touch with Operations and Events 
Manager Kerry Walmsley if you would like to 
know more about this or any other events on 021 
948344 or kerry.walmsley@nzcpa.co.nz 

Executive Manager
Heath Mills
021 289 0092
heath.mills@nzcpa.co.nz

Operations & Events Manager
Kerry Walmsley
021 948 344
kerry.walmsley@nzcpa.co.nz

Business Development Manager
Glen Sulzberger
021762787
glen.sulzberger@nzcpa.co.nz 

Career & Personal Development Manager
Aidan Hobson
021 455 677
aidan.hobson@nzcpa.co.nz

NZCPA CoNtACtS

LeADiNg SPoNSoRS BUSiNeSS CLUB MeMBeRS
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